
SI335: Computer Algorithms
Spring AY2017 — 6-Week Exam

Individual work. Closed book. Closed notes.
You may not use any electronic device.

This is a multi section exam that will be given to different midshipmen at different times. As
per USNAINST 1531.53A, you may NOT communicate about this exam with anyone using any medium

until your instructor tells you that you can. 

Name: ___________________________________, Alpha: ___________, Section Number: ___________

1. [8pts] Suppose foo is an algorithm that takes an array of  numbers as input. If I show that
an input like this

causes the algorithm to take  time, then

a. The worst case running time  is definitely (circle the best answer):

            none-of-these

b. The best case running time  is definitely (circle the best answer):

            none-of-these

2. [6pts] If Dr. Crabbe told you that he'd developed an algorithm that, given any array of 
elements and any comparison function , would sort the array according to  in worst
case time , what would your response be?

3. [6pts] What are the worst-case and best-case running times for insertionSort?
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4. [5pts] Mergesort's best-worst-average case running time functions are all .
Selectionsort's best-worst-average running time functions are all . Does this mean that
Mergesort is faster than Selectionsort for all inputs? Thoroughly explain.

5. [5pts] Assuming no duplicate values, Mergesort's best-worst-average case running time functions
are all , and Heapsort's best-worst-average case running time functions are all

. Does this mean that for any input (without duplicates) they both take exactly the
same amount of time? Thoroughly explain.

6. [6pts] What are the worst-case and best-case running times for modexp , the "divide-and-
conquer" modular exponentiation algorithm, assuming that  and  are small enough to fit into
a machine word?

7. [6pts] Compute the gcd of 108 and 75. Show your work.

8. [5pts] Recall: xgcd  returns  such that  is the gcd of  and  and .
You call xgcd  and get  as a result. Which element of  is the
multiplicative inverse of 47?

Θ(n lg n)
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(a, b) (g, s, t) g a b g = sa + tb
(87, 47) (g, s, t) = (1, 20, −37) Z87
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9. Consider the following algorithm:

Algorithm: mindist(A,n)
INPUT : array A of n real numbers
OUTPUT: the distance between the closest pair of numbers in A, i.e. mini ≠ j(|A[i] - A[j]|)

m = min(A[0],A[1]);

for i from 0 to n-2 do

  for j from i+1 to n-1 do

    m = min(m,|A[i] - A[j]|)

return m
  

a. [15pts] Analyze the worst-case performance of this algorithm.

b. [6pts] Give an algorithm with an improved worst-case running time (it must compute the same
thing!). Note: you do not need to give a run-time analysis, just write down the algorithm.
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10. [10pts] The algorithm allUnique given below takes an array , each element of which is an
array of boolean values.  has  elements, each of the boolean arrays has  elements. The
algorithm returns true if all of the boolean arrays are different from one another, and false
if there are duplicates. 
Your job: Give a careful and complete analysis of the worst-case running time of this
algorithm.

allUnique(A,n,m)
Input : A an array of n arrays, each consisting of m boolean values
Output: true if each of the n arrays is unique (i.e. different from all 
        of the others) and false otherwise (i.e. if two are the same)
---------------------------------------------------------------------
for i from 0 to n-1 do
{
  for j from 0 to n-1 do 
  {
    k = 0, same = 1
    while k < m and same
    {
      if A[i][k] != A[j][k]
        same = 0
      k = k + 1
    }
    if same = 1 and i != j
      return false
  }
}
return true
  

A
A n m
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11. [10pts] This is the same algorithm as in the previous problem! 
Your job: Give a careful and complete analysis of the best-case running time of this algorithm.

allUnique(A,n,m)
Input : A an array of n arrays, each consisting of m boolean values
Output: true if each of the n arrays is unique (i.e. different from all 
        of the others) and false otherwise (i.e. if two are the same)
---------------------------------------------------------------------
for i from 0 to n-1 do
{
  for j from 0 to n-1 do 
  {
    k = 0, same = 1
    while k < m and same
    {
      if A[i][k] != A[j][k]
        same = 0
      k = k + 1
    }
    if same = 1 and i != j
      return false
  }
}
return true
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12. The algorithm sqrtceil below is supposed to compute .

  Algorithm: sqrtceil(n)
  ------------------------------------
  Input : positive integer n 
  Output: the ceiling of the sqrt of n
  ------------------------------------
  i = 0, j = n;
  while i < j do
  {
    m = (i+j)/2
    if m*m < n
      i = m + 1
    else
      j = m
  }
  return i
  

a. [6pts] State a condition for this loop that could be proven to be a loop invariant and used
to prove sqrtceil correct

b. [6pts] Assume your condition holds, and use it to prove "termination", i.e. that the
algorithm produces the right result.

c. [5pts] Extra credit: (note, I expect most folks won't have time to do this, so don't try
unless you've done everything else) Prove that your condition really is a loop invariant.

⌈ ⌉n−−√


